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Hello there!
My name is Sander Verdickt and I 
am a Game Artist and Graphic 
Designer located in Beveren-Waas 
(Belgium).

My focus lies on creating unique, fun 
and consistent visuals for whatever 
project I work on. 

Trained in both 2D and 3D asset
creation, illustration and animation, I 
have a wide set of skills that I 
constantly try to improve upon.

I am in love with both the conceptual, 
designing aspect as the producti-
on aspect of the creative industry, 
to finalize a concept or vision from 
start to finish, wether it’s a set of 3D- 
props,  working on character design, 
a finished illustration or logo’s. 
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Secundary education degree
Applied Plastic Arts
PORTUS Berkenboom Institute 
Sint-Niklaas

won prize  ‘Best final project’. 

Bachelor’s degree in audiovisual arts
Communication & Media design
Game Art & Design
LUCA School of Arts
Genk

Graduated with distinction.

Master’s degree in audiovisual arts
Communication & Media design
Game Art & Design
LUCA School of Arts
Genk

Graduated with distinction.

Internship (3months)
Head game artist, graphic designer 
& 3D-artist
LuGuS Studios bvba
Hasselt
extended as student job for 2 months

Freelance work Ooblets
Character concept/3D-artist/animator
Glumberland 
New Hampshire USA

Ongoing assignments

20172016

JamToday 2014
Head game artist & 3D-artist
C-mine Crib
Genk

Won ‘Best Local Game’

Global Gamejam 2015
game concept/artist
C-mine Crib
Genk

Program Proficiency

My interests include fashion, 
design, interior, Wes Anderson 
movies, playing videogames, 
cardgames or boardgames, 
classic literature, taking care of 
plants, collecting vintage furniture 
and my cat Dorian Grey. 

Other assets:
-I have my driver’s license (B) and 
my own vehicle.
-Fluent in speaking and writing 
Dutch and English, good in spea-
king and writing French.
-I am a teamplayer and a hard 
worker, devoted to keep learning 
and improving. 
-Good at planning and time 
management. 

Curious about my work? Have a 
look at my portfolio: 
www.sanderverdickt.com

Concepting & Brainstorming
Trained as a designer, I like 
sitting around the concepting 
table with a group and bringing 
suggestions based on my 
knowledge of design.

Drawing & Visualisation
I like drawing, even if it is a bunch 
of scribbles to give an early 
suggestion, or if it is a finished 
digital product. From character 
design, interior, props or graphic 
elements.

Branding Identity
I’m at my happiest when I can 
make sure that the work I do fits 
perfect with the brand Identity 
or visual style of the projects I 
work on. 

sanderverdickt@hotmail.com
social media: @magicalsander


